AGENDA
EFSEC STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT GROUP
Friday, January 11, 2002
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 a.m.
IBEW Local 76 Hall, Tacoma, Washington

1. Welcome, introductions, and purpose of meeting

2. Presentation: Oregon EFSEC Standards Overview and Observations
Margaret Kirkpatrick, Partner, Stoel Rives, Portland, Oregon

2. Discussion: Comprehensive standards method as sole path or additional
preservation of existing approach as alternative choice for applicant?

4. Discussion: Treatment for regulated v. non-regulated matters. Should group
make proposals for addressing non-regulated matters in EFSEC process—for
example, greenhouse gases?

5. Action Items:
   A. Identify those who wish to actively participate in work groups and those who
   wish to continue to receive information and attend meetings only
   B. Divide into following work groups and identify leads:
      1. Air
      2. Water
      3. Soils and seismicity
      4. Wetlands
      5. Fish and wildlife
      6. Noise
      7. Energy policy, including need for projects, power marketing, socio-
         economic impacts
      8. Mitigation
      9. EFSEC procedure, including interplay with SEPA

6. Timing and other process matters for large group, work product goals

7. Choose next meeting date

8. Adjourn
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Bud Krogh opened the meeting and attendees introduced themselves. Stephany Watson briefly summarized the group’s discussion at its last meeting, on December 13, 2001.

Mr. Krogh introduced Margaret Kirkpatrick, a partner in the Portland law firm of Stoel Rives. Ms. Kirkpatrick has ten years’ experience representing clients before Oregon’s EFSC. She was involved in the comprehensive re-writing of Oregon’s EFSC rules and related statutes in 1993 and 1995. The most important reason for the re-writing effort was to bring rules and statutes originally developed primarily for coal and nuclear plants into alignment with the increasingly more common development of gas-fired combustion turbines.

Ms. Kirkpatrick summarized Oregon’s EFSC rules and procedures. In Oregon, a one-stop permitting process covers all of a project’s needed state and local permits. In general, facilities of 25 MW and greater must go through EFSC’s procedures. EFSC is a seven-member board of lay people, although historically many of them have had land use experience. They are appointed by Oregon’s Governor to staggered four-year terms. One objective for board candidates is that they have no energy facility siting experience. EFSC has a very strong staff.

Oregon’s EFSC applies standards from other bodies including land use regulations, local permits and so on. Where there is an applicable standard, EFSC steps into the shoes of those bodies. EFSC also has its own standards, which can be divided into the following example categories: applicant qualifications, financial assurance, seismic and soil standards and so forth. Most standards are aimed at resource protection, such as fish, wildlife, aesthetics, and decommissioning. A need standard existed in past iterations of Oregon’s regulatory scheme, but it was difficult to demonstrate at the administrative level and was nearly always the basis for later litigation. Oregon’s EFSC also has the power to impose other conditions on projects to protect public health and safety, but these are rarely imposed.

Oregon and Massachusetts are the only states with greenhouse gas mitigation requirements.

As a filter for its review, Ms. Kirkpatrick advised the group to continue to ask itself whether adopting particular standards will benefit Washington’s EFSC process.

There were many questions from the group. Mechanically, how do Oregon’s standards work?

Ms. Kirkpatrick explained that in a fairly recent case the Oregon Supreme Court found that EFSC’s suspension of a proceeding, adoption of a new standard, and application of that standard to the subject of the suspended proceeding was not an abuse of discretion. The case dealt with the Hermiston Power Project.
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The Oregon rules [Division 22] are not limited to numerical standards. Federal air and water standards (for NPDES permits) control, and the one-stop process is for state and local, not federal, permits. However, the state may have some review of water matters as they relate to fish habitat. An applicant must demonstrate his ability to get federal permits to EFSC, which is how federal and state requirements intersect.

Procedurally, EFSC issues a draft order. This is followed by a public hearing and comment period. The end of the comment period marks the last time public comment is allowed and EFSC staff makes is clear that this is the extent of the public process.

EFSC applicants must make a prima facie case in their applications, including environmental mitigation. The success of that showing is set forth in a proposed order. The burden of proof is on the applicant. There are no FERC-like ex parte rules in the EFSC process; parties and the public can telephone EFSC staff and the Oregon Attorney General’s office to ask questions, application status, and so on. Fish, wildlife, and socio-economic mitigation showings are usually lengthy. The public can comment on whether applications are complete throughout the comment process but after a proposed order is issued, the comment period is complete. A public complaint cannot be based on standards that do not exist like EMF or property value devaluation. A commenter would have to couch such a complaint within an applicable standard, such as public safety, which is seldom used.

At this time, there are generally four months from the date an application is complete to the issuance of a permit. The Oregon statute states that permits shall be issued within nine months for standard gas plants, one year for other non-nuclear plants and two years for nuclear plants. Oregon’s EFSC staff states that there are usually 18 months between an applicant’s initial notice of intent and the issuance of a permit.

There is significant interplay with state land use determinations. All applicants must demonstrate compliance with statewide land use goals. Oregon has no SEPA. There are nineteen statewide planning goals, and local governments are responsible for implementing goals with standards.

EFSC can override local planning goals by issuing a finding that a proposed project meets statewide goals, and EFSC can allow exceptions from planning goals for good cause.

Part of EFSC’s charge is to assure sufficient power supply and reliability.

Ms. Kirkpatrick described the adjudicatory process. The siting council appoints a hearing officer. If there are no intervenors, the process is pro forma. However, it can be very elaborate if there are intervenors. For example, with the Hermiston project there were two hearings: one addressing global warming and a second for local Hermiston issues. If an applicant goes through the “full EFSC process”, there must be a hearing.

EFSC is not a federally delegated agency so it does not issue water and air quality permits. Oregon’s Department of Environmental Quality has this responsibility. However, federal matters intersect with EFSC review in some areas, such as water quality, fish habitat, air emissions, and scenic standards (because pollution can interfere with views).

Oregon noise standards and carbon dioxide standards are objective. EFSC has no discretion to raise the standards. Carbon dioxide standards are being lowered based on improving plant technology.
Ken Canon explained his perspective on the three key differences between the Oregon and Washington processes. First, Oregon’s seven-person lay body is focused. Second, Oregon’s standards are good. Experience, accompanying good standards, provides guidance. Third, Oregon’s land use process and EFSC procedures matured at the same time.

Mr. Canon stated that the Oregon process has predictability and certainty. Oregon realized some years ago that a process designed for coal and nuclear plants did not fit smaller gas plants with smaller footprints. In Washington an applicant always encounters the “n plus” factor; there is always something else to do.

Ms. Kirkpatrick said there is not a lot of case law; staff’s thoughts are embodied in the report accompanying a proposed decision. State law requires state agencies to review their rules every three years. Yet EFSC rulemaking is happening all the time based on what the Council learns.

RCW 80.010 contains a need standard. Washington’s EFSEC determines it. Oregon’s statute does not contain a need standard.

Oregon standards are just that, absolutes, not a floor or ceiling. If an applicant meets a standard, EFSC issues the site certificate. A Governor’s approval step does not exist. Appeals go directly to the state supreme court. Ms. Kirkpatrick advised that the group discuss whether adopted standards should be a floor or a ceiling. In the Oregon process, there is significant debate over whether standards are met, but there is no means to argue that special circumstances merit different standards. Once applications go beyond the notice of intent stage, proposed plants tend to go forward. Oregon has high fees for applications.

When asked her opinion of how Oregon’s standards could be improved, Ms. Kirkpatrick responded that the current jurisdictional threshold for EFSC review is too low. She believed there should be an expedited process for 25-75 MW plants. The EFSC process is very lawyer intensive, which makes it expensive. There is a fairness comparability argument that other large industrial plants, such as pulp and paper mills, have no special state review process. Environmental groups seem to like the Oregon process because they have only a single process in which to contest siting and it contains plenty of room to argue whether standards have been met.

Developers from Oklahoma and Idaho cannot believe that Oregon’s standards are so high. However, regional developers have grown accustomed to the time and process needed to obtain a permit. In Oregon there is no Counsel for the Environment, but there is counsel for EFSC. Oregon state agencies tend to not intervene in EFSC adjudications because they have so much input into the permitting process.

The group moved on to consider Mr. Carpenter’s proposal for creating two processes for permit issuance—a standard procedure and one providing the incentive of faster issuance for developers who build cleaner plants. There was general interest in the idea, but there were many concerns about its viability without legislation and additional funding for more staff. The group also discussed providing tax incentives for cleaner plants.

Mr. Luce explained that after this stakeholder process, EFSEC will engage in a rulemaking procedure. The purpose of the stakeholder process now is to identify whether consensus can be reached on various issues to narrow or simplify the rulemaking process.
Many stakeholders are interested in having standards for greenhouse gas mitigation. Developers will want to discuss air, water, and soil quality as well as wetlands mitigation standards. One possibility is to preserve the existing procedure (“Door One”) and create a second, more standards-intensive procedure (“Door Two”). Applicants could choose either door, or possibly, “Door One” would apply to certain kinds of procedures and “Door Two” to others.

The group then discussed work group organization. It rejected topical work groups, because many want to be involved in all topic discussions, and substantive topic organization does not fit exactly with standards development because of significant overlap between topics. The group discussed matters for which standards already exist versus those that do not have standards. There was consensus that while the group would not recommend re-inventing standards that are well developed, it would like to review the interplay between those standards and their applicability to a new EFSEC procedure.

There was general consensus that the first step should be to research what other laws and regulations apply to particular topics and to review and discuss those materials. Mr. Peeples suggested that the group could lift nearly the universe of such statutes and regulations from the Wallula project application. Since that project application is pending, there was concern about working with it directly, however.

The group agreed to organize meetings by topic and have volunteers present different issues and distribute materials. The group agreed to e-mail materials to each other ahead of the meetings. Ms. McGaffey agreed to take on the first topic and lead the discussion. The presentations will not be arguments for particular positions or advocacy pieces, but rather presentations of existing standards. The appropriate state staff members associated with each topic will be invited and since they are critical to the discussion, meetings will be organized with their availability as a high priority. The group agreed to keep meetings to one-half days and to try to cover more than one topic per meeting.

Mr. Parker suggested that there are three categories into which proposed standards could be grouped: matters for which there are no standards, matters for which there are many standards, and matters for which there are insufficient standards. He said that the group should not re-invent standards for the second category of matters, and to focus on the matters for which there are no standards.

There were the following volunteers for the following topics: Karen McGaffey (water), Brian Carpenter (socio-economics), Danielle Dixon and Donna Ewing (carbon dioxide), Liz Thomas (energy policy and need for projects), Mike Lufkin (air), Dave Bricklin (noise), Bill Frymire (fish and wildlife), and Chuck Blumenfeld (wetlands). Mr. Lufkin and Mr. Fiksdal will aid Mr. Frymire on fish and wildlife.

Mr. Luce explained that while EFSEC does not have a specific timetable for completing this stakeholder process, his expectation is that it will be completed by April, 2002.

The group agreed to have its next meeting in Olympia. Mr. Fiksdal will find a meeting room and arrange for lunch, although attendees will pay for it. The next meeting will be Thursday, January 31, 2002, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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